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1. IN'l'RODUC'l'ION 

M:)st synchrotron radiation experiments call for an open path from a 

source, through a JXPnochromator and into an experimental assembly r all of 

which are evacuated to below 10- 7 torr. If a beam line is shared by 

~everal experiments, as in the original synchrotron Radiation Factlity 

(SRF) at Daresbuxy, light may have to pass tltrough several dormant mono" 

chromators to reach the act!ve one. The assembly becomes tens of m€:t~s 

long and has to be pumped continuously by the monochromator pumps and 

perhaps one or two large pu:tqps in between. Pumping it down to ultra high 

vacuum (OHV) after a &pell at atmospheric pressure may take days, even 

with a smaller system a small mistake in rebuilding ¢an set a programme 

back several hours. 

From time to time individual sections have to be opened to the atmos

phere, and so gate valves are mounted between them and UHV pump sets fitted 

to most of them. Access to a section may then be gained without spoiling 

the vacuum elsewhere. A control system is then needed to interloc:k the 

valves safely and t~ help supervise changes in the st~te of the line. 

Such a system was buJ.lt fOr the SRF USing 'mimic modules' to adapt quickly 

to chanqes in beam line configuration and a set of simulators for, mainten

ance~ demonstration and (in emergencies) bridging. 

If a pl.:l!'!p fails to keep up with the vacuum in the vessel it should. be 

evacuatinq, the vacuum would be better still with it disconnected. 

Further, there is a risk of eontaminat1on from the oil in the pump, lead

ing to ruJ.n of a costly diffraction grating. One item in the SRF vacu?M 

control system was designed to cover this risk in as Ral1stic a way as 

possible. 

2. IDENTIFYING THE PROTECTION PROBLEM 

Figure 1 shows a typical monochromator assembly to be protected. 

Under normal conditions the pump keeps the vessel at UHV, the pump isola

tion (QS) valve is open and the gauges monitor the pressures in pump,in

take and veasel. If gauge B reads lower than gauge 1\ there will be a net 

flow of gas molecules into the pump, .i~e. the pump is effective. If it 

reads higher, qaa ano oil ~l~culea will accumulate in the vessel. 

If we wish to fix a limlt on the quantity of substance leaked into 

the vessel before the QS ,.alve cuts off the pUll1p, we need to know the 

integral of preasure difference Pb-Pa so that if 

T 
Lt 1{Pb-pa) dt > allowable lim1 t 
T+~ 

o 

the pump is isolateo. At present the cold-cathode gauges used for moni

toring do not yield remote-reading outputs large or reliable enou;h to 

lend a magnitude to (Pb-pa) but we may safely use .its sign. We are there

fore left with two quantities to use; the ttme& elapsed while Pa>Pb and 

while Pa<Pb~ 

3. SOLtJ'l'IONS 

3.1· 	 Original 

Earlier pump controls used the follOWing sequence: 

(1) 	 Reading Pa falls below an arbitra)::)" threshold Pt ahead of pb, 

(2) 	 Timer starts, and only resets if Pb also attains the low 

threshold. 

(3) 	 After Tl (5-10 minutes) with Pa hetter than Ph, QS valve closes. 

(4) 	 If pb has not caught up with.in T2 (15 s) the pump is switched 

off (25 stays closed). 


(4A) If Pb does catch up the whole cycle resets. 


Whilst this metho(l did protect the assembly, it caused nuisance and was 

not always true to real needs because 

(a) 	 Setting of Pt wag subject to drift, was never visible and yet 

should have been accurately ~tched for Pa and Pb because of the 

usually small difference between themJ 

(b) 	 The test of state should preferably be valid over the whole range 

of Pa and Pb, not just referred to one threshold; 

(c) 	 T2 was set by tampering with switch levers inside the timer, so 

that ~.of the two switches operated about 15 s later than the 

otherf in practice, T2 was fixeq. and in most cases was far too 

short - 0.5 to 3 mtnutes would have been more realistic, and 



harmless as the pump would be isolated at that time; 

(d) 	 Account could not be taken of the perfoX'lnance of the pump; in 
l' a borderline case it could be shut down unnecessarily, time 

after Uree, during initial pumpdown, or could be allowed gen

erous access to the line when only just able to pUlI:p itself out. 

3.2 	 New method 

As was mentioned above, the sign of (Pb--pa) was to be used but not 

the ma9JUtude~ Our attempt to use, it as fully as possible consisted in 

Qebiting and crediting time from allowances Tl and T2 set on separate 

sWitches(]). 

A healthy state 1s asstmll~dl until: 

(1) 	 Pa drifts below .Pb ,(anywhere in range) ~q an 'excess ~ressure 

in pump' si9nal is sent from the pumped section mi~c/control 

module in the remote control'area; 

(2) 	 A timer counts frOfll zero towards Tl (debiting) and continues 

while Pb>Pa. If the pump vacuum outstrips Pa again, the timer 

:reverseS, thus crediting up to the maximum Tl (at zero count); 

(3) 	 'If the debit time reaches Tl the QS valve closes and a new count 

now proceeds from zero to T2. (In the prototype the count rate. , 

was then increased tenfold because T2 was ·expected.to~ much 1tisG 

than Tl.) The debit-credit system applies to this count period 

as to the firstJ 

(4) 	 l1hen allowance T2 is exhausted the PUD:!P is switched off and !..he 

unit stays in the 'inhibit pumpl condition {revealing the cause 

of the stoppage as distinct from COOling water failure etc.) or 

resets. 

As the sequence does not allow short cuts back to the start, if the pump 

spends time in a suspect state it is obliged to spend :Just as' long clear

ing up the mess it has caused before being reconnocted and regaining its 

full time allowance .. 
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4. 	 IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 	 Controls and dperation 

The new protection scheme is meant to obviate attention befo~ a 

fault l!leveloPs. It it succeeds, only the indicators an<F the latch/clear 

switch need be mounted on the front panel. standard indicators are: 

" Time iiown c 

Recover 

Standby fthe starting condition - confirms Ip~er. onl) 


ActiVe {some of interval Tl elapsed} 


Isolate (05 valve cannot open; some of T2 elapsed) 


Stop (end of T2; pump switched off) 


A digital display, .~ be seen from the front of the unit, may be fitted and 

wired as shown in an inset to DL 01/9227. It serves to show the elapsed 

time (in counts op to Tl or T2 - the act~e/ls01ate s~9nals show which one 

applies) and only lights up in and beyond the active state. The design 

provides for it in case users prefer to keep a watch on the timing process. , 

The latch/clear switch, in latch mode f causes the unit to latch on 

reaching the stop state until reset by s~itching to clear, or, if left in 

clear :iQOde, to clear itself when the lavP ON' signal from the pump control 

clrcu1ts disappears. 

The other switches preset and test the unit and would be tQOunted out 

of sight. These are: 

Auto/manual pump stop {normally set to 'auto'), 

Set interval Tl preceding isol~tion (thumbwheel) 

Set interval T2, isolation to shutdown (ditto) 

Push to test cycle. 

A front panel layout suitable for most applications is shown in fig. 2. 

Under time-down conditions control ~an shift all the way from standby 

to stop if conditions persist. Under recover, thoU9h, the only automatic 

stage shift is back £rom stage 3 (T2 per~od) to 2 (Tl period). Stage 4 

; 
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(stop) nrust cawe a t stop pump' COllllIland to be sent to the pump. control 

circuits. If the auto/manual switch keeps the pump running the protection 

unit freezes in the stop stage whatever happons to Pa,Pb and the QS valve. 

In stage 2 (active) if recovery persists until the Tl time is credited 

back to zero count, the unit remains at stage 2# indicating active instead 

of reverting to standby, as a warning that protection has been running 

since pumping started. Standby will return when the gs valve is closed. 

4~2 Input and output signals (See Ref. 1) 

The signals and the resultinq actions are as follows: 

SIGrlAL 	 ACTION 

Excess pressure in pump Sets direction to time down instead 

of recover 

Pressure Pb below a Effective only after timer has closed 

threshold assumed to be QS valve and is within isolation time 

at the lowest usable T2. Than freezes the count; when it 

reading (110 V drive - disappears the count can continue up 

formerly to stop clock or down according to condi tions. 

motor) 

BY pump on {+ 24 V Enables timer to proceed. 

drive} Reset operates when this sigt1al dis

appears, unless unit switched to latch 

mode. 

fQS Closed' 	 Inhibi ts shift from standby to 

actiw. 

Le. If pump is isolated the unit does 

not become involved" whatever the 

cond1tions. 

4. 3 In terfacing 

Although the new circuit could have been added to the existinq pUfi.p 

controls in a Slightly more efficient way" it was intended to se~ first 

as a direct replacement for the Londex timeX' used as descri~d in 

< 

Section 3.1. Therefore there are interface circuits attached to the main 

I circuit: at the inputs the Tl'L circuit is interfaced with the 110 V a.c. 

, drives intended for the clutCh and motor of the Londex timer, and outputs 

are floating changeover contacts corresponding to the two tampered-with 

timer contacts. An interface for 110 Vas. to isolated 'ITL is shown in 

fiq. 3. 

4.4 TI'L control circuit {'EO numbers apply to Ref. 2} 

A 4-hit bidirectional shift register Ell, loaded with 1,0.0,0 on 

resetting, acts as master output control. During time-down the '1' 

moves from left to right, acting on tho stage in~cator and relay circu!ts 

as it does so. (1,0,0,0 is stage 1 and 0,0,0,1 stage 4.) Recovery shifts 

the "1' the opposite wily. Time intervals are measured by bidirectional 

counter E2, adding debit counts. up to the limit dUrin9 titoe-dmm: and sub

tracting credit counts down to zero during recovery. 

The whole circuit runs through a recurrinq cycle of steps, only one 

of wh.1Ch adds or subtracts a Ume count. A strobe generator, driven by a 

1455 timer, issues collllQands to the sub-circu!ts in the follOWing order. 

l. Test conditions (Pa Vs. Pb) 

2. Pause 

3. Count l/lOOth of a '1'1 count or 1/1Oth of a T2 COW'lt, or do 

nothing, depen~ng on sta9EI in the protection sequence 

4. Pause 

5. Store any just Cause for shifting to next stage 

6. Pause 

7. Carry out shift, if request left from step 5 

a. Pause 

9. Strobe reset when request present 

10. Load timer with zero (before upward count) or limit Tl (just 

after shifting from' stage J to stage 2) according to staqe and 

direction., 

The direction of counting and shifting (tine-down and recovery) is 

controlled by two flip-flops ELA and ElB.. The combination of their out

6. 



'puts controls £2 (up/down) and Ell (left/right/load). Conditions \,'hich 

demand a shift at the next strobe are latched into ElO at step 5, where

upon the new stage in the sequence applies new criteria and the shift 

request disappears. '!'he requests originate from. the limit cirC"Uitry for 

upward cOl.lnting r from • max/Ul!n' output from E2 for downward, from reset 

and from the condUtion (stanOby.Time-down.QS-not-closed). Limit circu1try 

is arranged to supply a switch-set limit for comparison, load the limit 

itsel£ prior to counting down and load zero prior to counting up. ,The 

corepa£isons are done by simple exclusive-or circuits with outputs fed to 

shift request loqic,. A reduced version of the circuit is shown in fig. 4~ 

s. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS 

The hasic scheme may be adapted to other situations where a number of 

status signals can be reduced logically to one ldeteriorating/recavering" 

signal and where ground gained or lost varies syrametrically wi th time. A 

rate control could be included by substitutin~ a voltage-controlled osci1

lato~ for the fixed oscillator and controlling the frequency with the 

Pb-Pa signal or equivalent; symmetry would not then, have to be assumed and 

the greater the stimUlus the more swift would be the response. 

~or roore complicated sequences the control register, and for improvod 

resolution the counter and time limit switches! could be extended with~ut 

changing the principle of the circuit. A ~ore compact version could be 

made if some of the random logic were replaced by read-only memories, 

~hich attract a range of users wider now than when the unit was first 

conceived, if' PROM-programming facilities are available. A C~ version 

could easily be produced. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A uni t has been desiqnedl and a s\lccessful prototype made, to safe

guard an assembly with slow characteristics, using time el~sed to assess 

deterioration and recovery. The design places as few constraints as pos

sible on the grouping and interaction of assemblies, which may ne~d to be 

self-contalned and free from central or computer-based oontro1. It also 

aims at the least possible distraction for users. Scope exists for adapt ... 

ation to othe:r:;: systems. 
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REFEREliICES FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Block diagram: DL 01/8490. Fig. 1 Typical pumped section~ 

2. C1rcu1t di.gr.... DL 01/9227. Fiq. 2 Layout suitable for front panel.. 

Fiq. 3 Isolated interface for ll0 V a.c. to TTL. 

Fig. 4 .Reduced version of lImit (one l;IWitch,) and shift request ~ircuit. 
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